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.Kommander kommander is a command-line based text editor. It runs on Linux, Unix, and Windows, and is also available as a Windows application under the name Editor. It is one of the programs available in the GNU project. It is an advanced editor because it supports code formatting, autocompletion, multiple windows, a syntax highlighting engine and a function call database. It is also a
specialised editor because it has a large set of features aimed at text processing, such as a source code lexer and parser, a tokeniser, a python parser, a HTML generator, a macro system, a file manager and an interpreter. The latest stable release was released in 2013, version 2.18.1. Features Syntax highlighting and code formatter kommander uses a simple style formatting for code and text. Some
feature such as comments and multi-line strings have their own formatting, in order to make it more convenient and consistent, the formatting of these features does not interfere with the formatting of plain text and comments. In order to achieve this a set of style rules for different parts of the code is defined. This applies to normal text, strings, numbers and comments. Autocompletion kommander is
able to autocomplete various elements of source code, such as function names, variables, etc. When the user types a valid identifier kommander will use a popup list to display names which match the text which has just been typed. This can be a very convenient feature in a code editor, as the user does not need to type out the identifier name every time they use it. Code folding kommander provides a
code folding feature. This can be invoked by right clicking on a code element or by pressing the "fold" keyboard command (:}). The editor will then fold the code so that it is no longer visible, but the user can expand it again by pressing the "unfold" keyboard command (:) or by right clicking on it again. This is a very convenient feature when one is reading complex source code, as there are code
elements which will be used repeatedly, such as many functions in a code file. File manager The file manager in kommander is very rich. It supports tree views, tabs, double click, keyboard navigation (up and down) and mark and copy. Furthermore the user can also drag and drop and rename files. 82157476af
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